Connecticut bloggers unite!

Did you know that there are around 80,000 web blogs or online dairies created each day? Unfortunately we cannot keep track of how many a day per state, but you get the picture. Connecticut is definitely contributing to those numbers.

Tom Fausel, a technology consultant is trying to bring the bloggers of Connecticut together. He says that he has found many talented writers out there they just don't know if anyone is reading their blogs. Mr. Fausel believes that by bringing all these people together is will help create a sense of community among the bloggers. As of now has created over 100 different hyperlinks to bloggers websites, however he has found more, he just thought that some didn't meet his standards.

Tom found Eric Lundquist, who is a dog trainer and shares his knowledge on his blogging site, http://dogstar.typepad.com. It's chalk full of information and tips on how to train your pesky little kanine.


If your interestend in the outdoors you can go to http://cttrips.blogspot.com. This is where Brendan Hanrahan shares his knowledge of all things nature related.

Some are looking for love over the blogoshpere, like on Miss Erma at http://misserma.com, and some are just looking for someone to share their passions with like Jennifer Jackson of Westport, http://majorknitter.com.

I think that you get the idea, there are a couple more examples in the text but i don't want to bore you with them. I think that
this article is good for discussing why anyone would start a blog. I've come the conclusion that one can start a blog for whatever the hell reason they want to. The great thing about it is that it's just your opinion, it can almost be therapeutic to get things off your chest, you just never know.
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